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Designed as a series of high-performance lure fi shing rods that give the bass and general lure angler 
as much as possible for their money. This series has been described by some as the best value lure 
fi shing rod ever, and who are we to argue! Each blank has been developed to extrude the ultimate in 
performance with accurate casting and greater control over how lures are worked at the business end.

Despite its price, the Nebula range does not scrimp on quality materials. Each blank is made from 
high-volume 40T Japanese carbon, which makes for a strong and lightweight blank. They are rung 
with quality Fuji Stainless Alconite K Spinning Guides and each are fi tted with a Fuji VSS reel seat for 
comfort when working lures for long periods.

A stunning dark, gunmetal colouration with black whippings and silver accents produces a striking 
look. A textured blank gives it a grippy matt fi nish.

There are three versions to the Nebula range. The SP is a short butt, long tipped range of rods 
designed for boat and shore fi shing, with an emphasis on inshore reef and wreck fi shing with soft 
plastics. Our general range comes in eight versions and feature extra fast action blanks for highly 
accurate casting and lure working. The Nebula Travel is designed for the travelling angler who needs a 
compact rod that doesn’t compromise on performance.

• High performance lure fi shing rods at a sensible price.

• Full Fuji Fittings throughout including guides and reel seats.

• Stunning dark, gunmetal colour scheme.

• A rod for most lure fi shing situations from shore and boat.
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CODE LENgTh CaSTINg SECTIONS wEIghT

HNEB21ML 2.1m - 6'11" 5-22g 2 92g

HNEB23M 2.3m - 7'7" 7-28g 2 106g

HNEB24M 2.4m - 7'10" 7-30g 2 108g

HNEB27M 2.7m - 8'10" 7-35g 2 132g

HNEB27MH 2.7m - 8'10" 12-42g 2 141g

HNEB29M 2.9m - 9'6" 7-35g 2 134g

HNEB30MH 3.0m - 9'10" 12-42g 2 169g

HNEB30H 3.0m - 9'10" 15-56g 2 176g

HNEB27TM 2.7m - 8'10" 7-35g 4 138g

NEBULa
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Produced with extra fast action blanks that have rapid recovery for long range casting and high 
accuracy. These rods put lures exactly where they are intended to go, time after time. The extra fast 
action is stiff and when using low stretch lines like braid, will make lures react with intensity with the 
smallest of moments, triggering the predatory instincts of any fi sh in the area.

NEBULA ML 2.1M - 5-22G
The shortest rod in the range that packs a mighty punch with a casting rating of 5-22g. The ideal 
choice for targeting a big wrasse from rough ground or for lure fi shing from the boat. Is also ideal for 
use in freshwater and great for fi shing in tight areas, especially when “combat fi shing” rivers for salmon 
and sea trout where casting space is at a premium.

NEBULA M 2.3M - 7-28G
A stunning rod with a casting rating of 7 – 28g. It lends itself well for fi shing both hard and soft baits 
from either boat or shore. A versatile rod with many applications that will become a fi rm favourite.

NEBULA M 2.4M - 7-30G
Eight-foot rods are one of the most popular lengths of lure fi shing rods. A go to for many anglers. With 
a casting rating of 7 to 30g this will fi t the needs of lure anglers fi shing from rocks, estuaries or the 
open shingle.

NEBULA M 2.7M - 7-35G
At nine feet, this is an all-round shore fi shing lure rod. Casting 7 to 35g it’s the perfect tool for fi shing 
weightless soft plastics or hard baits.

NEBULA MH 2.7M - 12-42G
A more powerful nine-foot rod, capable of casting between 12 and 42g! If you’re looking for a rod that 
has immense power to blast lures out to the horizon or need a rod to tackle heavy sea conditions, this 
is for you.

NEBULA H 2.9M - 7-35G
A longer rod designed to cast those lighter hard lures up to 35g to distance, the extra length also helps 
the angler to steer fi sh around snags and structures.

NEBULA MH 3.0M - 12-42G
A rod designed for long distance casting with lures up to 42g, designed to be slightly softer in action 
compared to other Nebula rods, this is a rod ideally suited to fi shing for bass on open surf beaches.

NEBULA H 3.0M - 15-56G
The big beast of the pack! This 9ft 10inch rod is capable of casting lures from 15 to 56g. It has 
immense power and is the go-to rod for fi shing at extreme distance or in very rough sea conditions, 
where you need extra power.

NEBULA TRAVEL M 2.7M - 7-35G
A four-piece blank that allows the angler to take the same fast action, long range casting, highly 
accurate Nebula around the world! Designed to fi t into a standard suitcase, unlike some multi-
sectioned rods, the Nebula Travel does not have to be a compromise on performance. It acts, casts 
and works lures to the same standard as our two-piece versions. At 2.7m it is the perfect, all round 
rod, that can tackle almost everything lure fi shing, wherever the angler fi nds themselves. The perfect 
travelling companion for the worldwide angler or the angler looking to keep some compact kit in their 
car for those impromptu sessions.
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NEBULa SP

A Nebula rod with a slightly more progressive action compared to the other rods in the range. This 
short butt, long tip confi guration rod maintains a crisp and responsive blank, ideal for fi shing with soft 
plastics from the boat or shore. The long tip helps to maintain a truer, more accurate power curve to 
cast with more effi ciency, work lures better and fi ght fi sh with optimum performance.

The blank blends from a soft but powerful tip through to a very powerful butt section which is ideal 
for casting soft plastics to distance but also for playing hard fi ghting fi sh, especially from a boat. The 
tip has been designed to work soft plastic lures either when cast away from or fi shed vertically from a 
boat, and when worked from the shore too.

An excellent rod for working soft plastics lures such as swim baits and jig heads for powerful species 
such as bass, pollack and wrasse. The Nebula SP comes with a full length EVA grip on the butt section.

CODE LENgTh CaSTINg SECTIONS wEIghT

HNSP22ML 2.2m - 7'3" 10-36g - Vert. to 100g 1+1 140g

HNSP25MH 2.5m - 8'2" 10-42g - Vert. to 160g 1+1 175g
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ShORE gaME

Designed with bass fi shing in mind, the Shore Game range is a series of light, strong and highly 
responsive blanks that have been designed to work lures in the most challenging conditions and 
at range. The lightweight blanks promote use over longer periods and help to reduce fatigue when 
extensively working lures. Built from the best materials, this is the ultimate bass lure fi shing rod, 
designed for European bass fi shing.

Built from 40T Japanese Carbon from Mitsubishi, the blank has a Quattro Grid X Weave Wrap carbon 
scrim, designed to protect the underlying areas of the rod to produce an exceptionally strong blank. 
This carbon is also super volume, packing a very high density into a super slim blank. A rod of this 
stature needs the best fi ttings to maintain this lightness, we’ve fi tted lightweight Fuji Titanium Torzite 
Guides, an ultra-strong guide designed to reduce line twist for accurate casting and increased distance 
and a quality Fuji VSS reel seat.

A super cool, head turning look fi nishes off the rod in style. The black and gunmetal fi nish throughout 
complimented by the stunning Fuji Titanium Torzite guides sets this rod apart. It comes alive in the 
sunlight, mimicking a silver mirage look that has to be seen to be believed. The rod features delicate, 
subdued livery.

SHORE GAME 8FT 8IN 7-28G

The pinnacle of shore bass rods when a little more fi nesse is needed around light surf venues 
and estuary mouths. The rod is designed to be highly accurate with a good recovery and to be as 
responsive as possible. This combines to give the angler the feedback they need when working lures 
for a truly sensational lure angling experience.

SHORE GAME 9FT 3IN 7-30G

Sitting perfectly in the middle of the range, this rod gives the accuracy of the shorter rod, with a little 
bit of extra length and power to cast lures as far as possible. The rod features an upgraded butt cap, a 
thicker EVA handle and an improved Fuji VSS reel seat arrangement with EVA at the back for comfort.

SHORE GAME 9FT 6IN 7-35G

A true distance tool that can punch out lures to where the fi sh are feeding. The light and responsive 
blank works with the angler to transmit a truly authentic action to lures at distance. The extra length of 
the 96MLM gives it the power to cast to distance but also to negotiate a feisty fi sh around snags and 
structures.

CODE LENgTh CaSTINg SECTIONS wEIghT

HSGA88 2.64m - 8'8" 7-28g 2 119g

HSGA93 2.82m - 9'3" 7-30g 2 140g

HSGA96 2.9m - 9'6" 7-35g 2 144g
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URBaN fINESSE

A trio of head turning, modern ultralight rods for the street and LRF angler. These stunning rods feature 
a cool, urban camo colour scheme designed to appeal to the fashion-conscious light game angler. 
Under the hood, these rods are serious fi shing tools designed with the specifi c actions required for 
fi shing with light lures from plugs to metals to soft plastics. The tips on each rod are super sensitive, so 
the angler can work lures effectively, knowing exactly what it is going on at the business end. The tip 
blends into a more powerful butt section to help with casting and when playing fi sh. 

All rods feature quality fi ttings including K spinning guides. The two lighter models are fi tted with an 
appealing skeleton reel seat for a minimalist look and to blend in well with smaller, lighter reels, they 
also with an urban camo EVA rear butt grip. The heavier model is fi tted with a VSS style real seat, 
for comfort when fi shing with larger reels. The lighter rods have hi-vis white tips with the heavier rod 
featuring an orange accent on the tip ring for low visibility fi shing situations.

• Stunning, modern blanks designed for ultralight fi shing.

• Modern urban camo designed to meet current trends.

• K Style Spinning Guides.

• Skeleton reel seat on lighter models and full VSS on heavier model.

A trio of head turning, modern ultralight rods for the street and LRF angler. These stunning rods feature 
a cool, urban camo colour scheme designed to appeal to the fashion-conscious light game angler. 
Under the hood, these rods are serious fi shing tools designed with the specifi c actions required for 
fi shing with light lures from plugs to metals to soft plastics. The tips on each rod are super sensitive, so 
the angler can work lures effectively, knowing exactly what it is going on at the business end. The tip 
blends into a more powerful butt section to help with casting and when playing fi sh. 

All rods feature quality fi ttings including K spinning guides. The two lighter models are fi tted with an 
appealing skeleton reel seat for a minimalist look and to blend in well with smaller, lighter reels, they 
also with an urban camo EVA rear butt grip. The heavier model is fi tted with a VSS style real seat, 
for comfort when fi shing with larger reels. The lighter rods have hi-vis white tips with the heavier rod 
featuring an orange accent on the tip ring for low visibility fi shing situations.

• Stunning, modern blanks designed for ultralight fi shing.

• Modern urban camo designed to meet current trends.

• K Style Spinning Guides.

• Skeleton reel seat on lighter models and full VSS on heavier model.

CODE LENgTh CaSTINg SECTIONS

HRUFL 2.1m - 6'11" 4-17g 2

HRUFUL 2.1m - 6'11" 2-12g 2

HRUFSUL 1.98m - 6'6" 0.5-5g 2

HRUFL

HRUFUL
HRUFSUL
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gLIDE waLKER

A range of bass lure fi shing rods that have been designed for the angler who will be fi shing with surface 
lures predominantly. The fast action blank has been developed to cast surface lures to distance, with 
a high degree of accuracy. This fast blank allows the angler to transmit as much action as possible to 
the lure with less movements on the rod, especially when fi shing with braided lines. Ideal for fi shing 
with all types of surface action from walking the dog to more extreme popping motions. Each rod is 
fi nished with a dark grey, black and silver colour scheme, special attention to detail around the reel seat 
gives this rod a modern look usually found on much more expensive rods. Each tip ring has an orange 
accent, ideal when fi shing in low visibility conditions. A VSS reel seat securely holds the reel in place 
while K Style Spinning Guides ensure trouble free, effi cient casting of surface lures.

• Modern lure rod designed for surface lure fi shing.

• Fast action blank for long, accurate casting.

• Designed to work surface lures with minimum effort.

• Stunning looks.

• Fitted with K Style Spinning Guides and modern VSS Reel Seat.

7

CODE LENgTh CaSTINg SECTIONS

HRGW27MH 2.65m - 8'8" 12-42g 2

HRGW27M 2.65m - 8'8" 10-30g 2

HRGW27ML 2.65m - 8'8" 5-28g 2
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hOOLIgaN

A well-priced, value range of lure fi shing rods that have modern, fast actions designed to get the most 
out of all types of lures. This all-round range features four rods to cover the use of lures from 5 to 42g. 
The fast action blanks lend themselves to casting good distances, accurately and bringing life to lures, 
with minimal effort. A fantastic range of rods that is perfect for lure fi shing for bass, pollack, wrasse, 
pike, zander and perch. All rods are fi nished in a black, grey and silver colour scheme with an orange 
accent on the tip ring, ideal when fi shing in low visibility conditions. All models come with K style 
guides and a VSS reel seat. The perfect range of rods for beginners looking to get into lure fi shing and 
for anglers on a budget, who want a modern style, lightweight lure rod at a low price.

• Modern. Lightweight, fast action blank for long, accurate casting.

• All-round lure rods designed for working all types of lure.

• Four models to cover ever eventuality.

• Stunning looks, K Style Guides and CSS Reel Seat.

CODE LENgTh CaSTINg SECTIONS

HRHO27M 2.65m - 8'8" 7-35g 2

HRHO27MH 2.65m - 8'8" 12-42g 2

HRHO24M 2.4m - 7'10" 7-35g 2

HRHO24L 2.4m - 7'10" 5-25g 2
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ROCKfISh ‘19

The original Rockfi sh range was one of our most successful rod launches, the fi rst range of rods 
designed in the UK for LRF fi shing at a sensible price for all. Our refreshed 2019 range of Rockfi sh rods 
have been overhauled completely, redesigned to better cater for modern trends, with a stunning new 
look and at a lower price!

Featuring perfect actions for fi shing with a wide range of ultralight lures and tactics, good quality 
fi ttings and a modern look, it is hard to fi nd an LRF rod that can match the HTO Rockfi sh range. Each 
rod is two-piece and built from IM7 Carbon and rung with quality single leg SIC guides and features a 
VSS style screw winch seat and EVA handle. Orange accents around the reel seat and butt stand out 
against the dark, grey blank and black whippings. The tip ring features an orange accent to help with 
visibility in darker fi shing conditions on all rods except the UL, which has a white tip section.

The Rockfi sh 19 UL rods come with solid tips which are fantastic for fi shing with jig heads “on the 
drop” and for reducing the resistance felt by species that inhale a bait. The fi sh can suck in a lure and 
the soft tip helps to reduce the resistance felt by the fi sh to induce confi dent takes.

The rest of the Rockfi sh 19 rods have tubular tips, these are good for applications where you need a 
stiffer tip such as when working small crankbaits or heavier metal lures. Tubular tipped rods tend to 
offer more feel than solid-tipped rods and are very good for bouncing jig heads along the bottom.

ROCKFISH 19 UL

This sensitive rod can detect shy biting gobies in deep water yet has reserves of power to land bigger fi sh.

ROCKFISH 19 L

Ideal when fi shing in rougher weather conditions, deeper water, when tides can be a factor or when 
fi shing above the water. The Light also has the power to land larger fi sh with confi dence.

ROCKFISH 19 MH

The ideal choice for the novice rockfi sh angler wanting to target species such as wrasse, pollack and 
bass in heavier terrain.

ROCKFISH 19 H

The perfect choice when targeting hard fi ghting fi sh in rocky, snaggy terrain such as bigger ballan 
wrasse, pollack and bass.
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designed in the UK for LRF fi shing at a sensible price for all. Our refreshed 2019 range of Rockfi sh rods 

CODE LENgTh CaSTINg SECTIONS wEIghT

HR19UL 1.98m - 6'6" 1-7g 2 84g

HR19L 2.13m - 7'0" 3-15g 2 102g

HR19MH 2.44m - 8'0" 5-20g 2 126g

HR19H 2.60m - 8'6" 5-28g 2 136g
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ROCK ROVER

Designed for the travelling, ultra-light angler that can cast weights between 2 and 7g. It breaks down 
into 4 sections measuring 60cm and comes with both a solid and a tubular tip. It is small enough to 
fi t in hand luggage ideal for taking on holiday or to keep in the car. The ideal rod for the roving angler 
who is walking miles to their chosen water, it packs down neat enough to fi t in a drink’s holder on a 
rucksack. It measures 6ft 11in when assembled. Coming with two tip styles, this eliminates the need 
for the angler to take two different rods on holiday with them, the one rod can do it all.

The Solid Tip has been designed to be used with jig heads on the drop and for reducing the resistance 
felt by species that inhale a bait. The soft tip provides very little resistance to the fi sh but will twitch and 
curve as a fi sh is playing with the bait. Ideal for shy biting fi sh.

The Tubular Tip has been designed for working smaller crankbaits and heavier metal lures. It offers you 
more feel and is great for bouncing jig heads along the bottom.

Our HTO Rock Rover has become a fi rm favourite with travelling and mobile anglers, it has caught 
some stunning fi sh from across the globe well into double fi gures, from hard fi ghting pike and zander in 
the UK to small tuna in warmer climes.

• Compact four section rod, ideal for fi tting in a suitcase.

• Come with Solid and Tubular tips to cover all styles of LRF fi shing.

• Plenty of power to land small, powerful fi sh at home and abroad.

rock rover
CODE LENgTh CaSTINg SECTIONS wEIghT

HRROV 2.1m - 6'11" 2-7g 4+1 99g
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Make fi shing fun again! This short, versatile, ultralight lure rod has been designed to bring the angler 
maximum enjoyment when fi shing for various mini species, trout and perch. It has the perfect, through 
action for extracting maximum enjoyment during the fi ght but has enough steel to fl ick small lures 
across brooks, rivers and shorter distances on lakes. Its short length makes it the ideal rod for fi shing in 
small rock pools and down the edge of sheltered areas of headlands and structures such as piers and 
jetties. The rod is rung with quality, single leg guides and comes in a good looking black and orange 
colour scheme, with the butt section all orange to the butt ring and each ring fi xed to the blank with hot 
orange whipping. Ideal for anglers wanting some extra fun, beginners and youngsters just getting into 
light lure fi shing.

• Through action for maximum enjoyment.

• Short length ideal for brooks, rivers, edge fi shing and casting short distances.

• Lightweight and good looking, ideal for beginners and kids.

SLIZZLE JIZZLE

An entry range of rods designed specifi cally for anglers looking to get into slow jigging, a fashionable, 
exciting and growing branch of boat fi shing. Each blank is constructed to be lightweight and with 
actions that have been specifi cally designed to work slow jigs effectively for long periods of time 
without fatigue. Rods are fi tted with miniature K guides and a HTO trigger grip reel seat with an 
extended fore grip for maximum comfort and effective jigging. The parabolic action helps to work 
slow jigs correctly but also provides immense fun when a fi sh strikes. These rods will bend all the way, 
giving maximum enjoyment and some proper rod bending actions. Ideal rods for slow jigging with our 
extensive range of Slow Jigs for all manner of species from bass and pollack to gurnards and wrasse.

• Designed specifi cally for slow jig fi shing.

• HTO Trigger Grip provides maximum comfort and leverage for working jigs.

• Parabolic action for maximum fun and correct jig working.

CODE LENgTh CaSTINg SECTIONS wEIghT

HFS43UL 1.37m - 4'6" 2-10g 1 81g

CODE LENgTh CaSTINg SECTIONS wEIghT

HSLJI1 1.98m - 6'6" up to 150g 1 153g

HSLJI2 1.98m - 6'6" up to 230g 1 187g

HSLJI3 1.98m - 6'6" up to 330g 1 242g
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A super smooth, lightweight reel designed specifi cally for the light lure 
angler and for our hto Rockfi sh 19 rods. It comes equipped with 5 
stainless steel bearings, plus one roller bearing making these reels 
ultra-smooth when working lures and playing fi sh. A graphite body 
and rotor make these reels light but also corrosion resistant, ideal for 
fi shing in both saltwater and freshwater. For strength and durability, 
a stainless steel main shaft ensures that the reel performs time and 
time again without letting the angler down. A one-way clutch system 
ensures that line leaves the reel smoothly when a fi sh takes. so the line 
does not twist when a fi sh is taking line or when retrieving line, a dual 
propulsion anti-twist line roller has been installed. the aluminium power 
handle fi nishes off the reel, this lightweight handle has been designed to 
be corrosion free and to apply maximum effi ciency to the gears when 
playing a fi sh and retrieving.

•  A super smooth, lightweight reel designed specifi cally for the light 
lure angler and for our hto Rockfi sh 19 rods. 

• 5.2:1 gear ratio and 5+1 bearings for a quick and smooth retrieve.

•  Graphite body and rotor with aluminium handle for lightness. 
stainless steel shaft for maximum durability.

•  One-way clutch system for effi cient, smooth line control when 
playing fi sh.

•  Dual propulsion anti-twist line roller to eliminate line twist.

Designed for general lure fi shing applications with braid and 
monofi lament lines. It comes with 9+1 stainless steel bearings making 
it super smooth. The 5.1:1 retrieve helps to work lures effectively and 
has the speed to retrieve a lure quickly to recast over showing fi sh. to 
ensure there are no overruns when striking into a fi sh and to promote 
more positive hook holds, an instant anti-reverse has been included, 
this ensures the spool cannot rotate backwards. the drag is powerful 
and smooth and in testing has coped with bass all the way up to 
smoothhound and blue sharks without any problems.

A superb reel for casting all manner of lures from hard baits and 
metals to soft plastics.

• Powerful and fast 5.1:1 retrieve.

• 9+1 bearings for a super smooth retrieve.

• Lightweight reel with slim body designed and lightweight rotor.

• Instant anti-reverse to prevent overruns and positive hook ups.

• New spool lip design, for better casting performance.

ROCKfISh 2000 LURE gaME hP

• Instant anti-reverse to prevent overruns and positive hook ups.

• New spool lip design, for better casting performance.

CODE SIZE BEaRINgS RaTIO wEIghT

HRLG20 2000 9+1 5.0:1 -

HRLG30 3000 9+1 5.0:1 261g

HRLG40 4000 9+1 5.0:1 -

CODE SIZE BEaRINgS RaTIO wEIghT

HRRR2 2000 5+1 5.2:1 -
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A low-profi le reel that has been designed for lure fi shing from the 
outset. Baitcasters are the ideal choice when fi shing with short rods, 
with trigger grips and require rapid, accurate casting with hard and 
soft baits. the reel comes with a thumb bar for immediate gear 
disengagement to quickly cast, it can be operated with one hand.

It comes with 10 ball bearings for extra smoothness and a fast 
6.3:1 retrieve. The thumb bar is quickly operated and smooth, it will 
disengage quickly and engages with a simple turn of the handle. It 
comes with a level-wind to keep the line level on the spool, stopping 
bunching and aiding in casting longer distances.

Cast Control allows the speed of spool rotation to be adjusted using 
a dial on the side. this is ideal to tweak the spool speed based on the 
type of lures, rod or fi shing situation. Cast Control makes it ideal for 
use by beginners, they can tweak the spool in increments as they get 
used to casting with a baitcasting reel.

• Super smooth and fast.

• Thumb bar spool disengagement for rapid casting.

• Cast Control to change the speed of the spool for casting.

• Great for fi shing with shorter rods with trigger grips.

• Ideal for speed fi shing.

A low cost, entry level bass and lure fi shing reel that is lightweight 
and smooth. Designed to complement our lower cost range of lure 
fi shing rods. Featuring 5+1 stainless steel bearings, the reel is smooth 
when working lures and when playing fi sh. A precision drag ensures 
that the angler retains complete control over the pressure they are 
applying to a running fi sh. A perforated spool and graphite body help 
to reduce the weight of the reel, so it balances well with lighter lure 
rods. A strong, CNC machined handle is fi nished with an ergonomic, 
rubberised handle grip, that is comfortable and grippy with wet hands. 
A good quality, low cost lure fi shing reel that is ideal for newcomers to 
lure fi shing, kids and occasional lure anglers.

• Lightweight, corrosion resistant body.

• 5+1 stainless steel bearings for a smooth retrieve.

• Smooth, precise drag.

VENTURa BaITCaSTER hOOLIgaN

CODE SIZE BEaRINgS RaTIO wEIghT

HHOO3 3000 5+1 SS 4.7:1 286g

HHOO4 4000 5+1 SS 4.7:1 395g

CODE SIZE BEaRINgS RaTIO wEIghT

HVTB01 - 9+1 6.3:1 213g
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X4 LIghT gaME BRaID

Constructed from four strands of 100% UHMWPE fi bre from Japan, 
our X4 Braid has been specifi cally designed for ultralight fi shing. Four 
strand braids are tough and durable, ideal for when fi shing around 
rocks and snags or through weed, fantastic for the light lure angler 
fi shing down the sides of rocks, canal edges and around sharp and 
abrasive snags. Although four strand braids have a reputation for 
feeling rough, we’ve used cutting edge braid technology to weave 
each strand tighter, this gives the line a higher breaking strain for its 
diameter, makes it smoother than other four strand braids and also 
gives it a rounder profi le. this rounder profi le and lower diameter 
improves casting performance and maximises its sensitivity, giving the 
angler instant feedback.

• 100% UHMWPE from Japan.

• High breaking stain to diameter.

• Round, smooth profi le for better casting and improved sensitivity.

• Designed specifi cally for light game anglers.

TITaNIUM LURE LEaDER

the ultimate offering of durable, high strength lure leader for targeting 
predators with teeth such as pike and zander. our titanium leaders 
are ultra-thin in diameter and are stronger than normal wire leaders. 
titanium will spring back which aids casting and provides a natural 
lure presentation, this helps cast further and more accurately. It is 
more durable than standard wire so won’t wear out when coming into 
contact with a predator’s teeth, it is also hard to kink, making it more 
user friendly ensuring it will last cast after cast. Each leader is looped 
and crimped with shrink tubing over the top for security and safety 
and fi tted with extra strong swivels from our sister brand tronixpro and 
a quality Egg snap.

Made from strong, hard wearing wire, these leaders are ideal for 
adding protection against sharp teeth and abrasive fi sh skin. Available 
in four different breaking strains, there is a leader available for any lure 
fi shing eventuality either in the UK or abroad. Designed for fi sh with 
teeth and abrasive mouths such as pike and zander. Each leader has 
been looped and secured with crimps and shrink tube. they come 
fi tted with a quality swivel and a hto lure Clip for quick changing of 
lures. they can be used with hard and soft lures.

LURE LEaDER

the ultimate offering of durable, high strength lure leader for targeting 
predators with teeth such as pike and zander. our titanium leaders 
are ultra-thin in diameter and are stronger than normal wire leaders. 
titanium will spring back which aids casting and provides a natural 
lure presentation, this helps cast further and more accurately. It is 
more durable than standard wire so won’t wear out when coming into 
contact with a predator’s teeth, it is also hard to kink, making it more 
user friendly ensuring it will last cast after cast. Each leader is looped 
and crimped with shrink tubing over the top for security and safety 
and fi tted with extra strong swivels from our sister brand tronixpro and 

CODE COLOUR DIaMETER BREaKINg LENgTh

HRX402P Pink 0.08mm - 0.2PE 5lb 100m

HRX404P Pink 0.10mm - 0.4PE 8lb 100m

CODE COLOUR BREaKINg LENgTh QTY

HWLL10 Black 10lb 20cm 5

HWLL20 Black 20lb 25cm 5

HWLL30 Black 30lb 30cm 5

HWLL50 Black 50lb 30cm 5

CODE COLOUR BREaKINg LENgTh QTY

HTLL10 Wire 10lb 20cm 3

HTLL20 Wire 20lb 25cm 2

HTLL30 Wire 30lb 30cm 2
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NEBULa X8

Woven from eight strands of Japanese UHMWPE fi bre our Nebula X8 
is an ultra-soft, supple but incredibly strong and durable line. Designed 
specifi cally for the needs of the modern angler who demands 
maximum durability and high performance. Nebula X8 is tightly woven 
to produce a low diameter, round profi le braid that sits well on both 
spinning and baitcasting reels without digging into itself. Combining 
this with its slick, soft and smooth nature creates a high-performance 
casting line that is perfect for fi shing with hard lures, soft plastics, jig 
heads and jigs, giving the angler maximum sensitivity and immediate 
feedback. A UV protection layer adds resistance to the damaging 
effects of the sun on braided lines, ensuring that the braid lasts longer, 
saving the angler money in regular line replacement.

• 100% UHMWPE from Japan.

•  Tightly woven for higher breaking strain to diameter, better line profi le 
and casting.

• UV protection for a longer lasting line.

• Designed for modern lure anglers.

NEBULa fC

Specifi cally designed for the modern lure angler, our Nebula FC 
line is made from 100% Fluorocarbon line imported from Japan. 
Fluorocarbon leaders are an essential part of modern lure fi shing, 
adding a short length to a braided mainline can make the difference 
between catching and blanking. Refracting light similar to water, 
Fluorocarbon is virtually invisible under water, perfect for when lure 
fi shing in crystal clear waters and when targeting wary fi sh. 

Nebula FC has tightly compacted molecules compared to standard 
monofi lament this makes the line harder, so it is more durable, perfect 
for fi shing near snags and weedy areas. these tight molecules also 
reduce much of the stretch in the line, making it ultra-sensitive, but 
also heavier than mono, meaning it will sink three times quicker, taking 
the slack out of the line between the lure and the mainline. Perfect 
when fi shing lures deep and for positive hook-ups. 

Nebula FC is fully waterproof, it cannot absorb water which ensures it 
stays as strong at the start of the session right through to the end.

• 100% Fluorocarbon from Japan.

• Refracts light like water making it virtually invisible.

• Low stretch, sensitive, hard wearing, fast sinking leader material.

Woven from eight strands of Japanese UHMWPE fi bre our Nebula X8 
is an ultra-soft, supple but incredibly strong and durable line. Designed 
specifi cally for the needs of the modern angler who demands 
maximum durability and high performance. Nebula X8 is tightly woven 
to produce a low diameter, round profi le braid that sits well on both 
spinning and baitcasting reels without digging into itself. Combining 
this with its slick, soft and smooth nature creates a high-performance 
casting line that is perfect for fi shing with hard lures, soft plastics, jig 
heads and jigs, giving the angler maximum sensitivity and immediate 
feedback. A UV protection layer adds resistance to the damaging feedback. A UV protection layer adds resistance to the damaging 
effects of the sun on braided lines, ensuring that the braid lasts longer, 

•  Tightly woven for higher breaking strain to diameter, better line profi le 

CODE COLOUR DIaMETER BREaKINg LENgTh

HNF5022 Clear 0.22mm 6lb 50m

HNF5025 Clear 0.25mm 8lb 50m

HNF5028 Clear 0.28mm 10lb 50m

HNF5030 Clear 0.30mm 12lb 50m

HNF5033 Clear 0.33mm 15lb 50m

HNF5035 Clear 0.35mm 18lb 50m

HNF5037 Clear 0.37mm 20lb 50m

HNF5042 Clear 0.42mm 25lb 50m

HNF5051 Clear 0.51mm 30lb 50m

CODE COLOUR DIaMETER BREaKINg LENgTh

HNX808O Orange 0.14mm - 0.8PE 16lb 150m 150m

HNX810O Orange 0.16mm - 1.0PE 20lb 150m 150m

HNX812O Orange 0.18mm - 1.2PE 24lb 150m 150m

HNX808P Pink 0.14mm - 0.8PE 16lb 150m 150m

HNX810P Pink 0.16mm - 1.0PE 20lb 150m 150m

HNX812P Pink 0.18mm - 1.2PE 24lb 150m 150m



CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HOS160GS Offshore Shad - 160g Green Shirasu 1

HOS160KI Offshore Shad - 160g Khaki 1

HOS160GR Offshore Shad - 160g Grippan 1

HOS160PW Offshore Shad - 160g White Glitter 1

HOS160RC Offshore Shad - 160g Rhubarb and Custard 1

HOS160BG Offshore Shad - 160g Blue Glitter 1

hto soFt lUREs
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OffShORE ShaD

A large, heavy offshore shad designed for boat anglers who are fishing in deep water over reefs and wrecks. Made using a softer plastic material 
to create a supple body that swims in a realistic way. the jig head and hook are separate, this means that the whole of the soft plastic body 
can move independent of the jig head, creating an enticing and highly effective movement for catching predatory fish. the lure is also weedless, 
helping to reduce snagging on weed, rocks and structures, the hook point sits in a groove at the top of the plastic body, keeping it away from 
these hazards.

one of the best ways to fish with this lure is vertical, jigging the lure up and down close to the sea bed is a tactic that has proved deadly for 
bass, cod and pollack. Not only are these lures excellent in the UK, but anglers who head to destinations like Norway and Iceland will find them 
particularly effective.

INShORE ShaD

A smaller version of the offshore shad, which is perfect for shore anglers and shallow water boat anglers alike. this shad comes with the same 
style of articulated jig head as its larger cousin, this allows the body and the jig head to move independently from one another. the same soft, 
supple plastic is used to bring the shad to life with realistic movements. this is ideal for casting from the shore from rock marks, in estuaries 
and open beaches when searching for bass. From a boat, it is ideal for working on shallow reefs and for casting away from the boat, perfect for 
bass, cod, pollack and even wrasse have been known to take a fancy to this lure. 

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HIS27KI Inshore Shad - 27g Khaki 2

HIS27CW Inshore Shad - 27g Chart White 2

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HIS27PW Inshore Shad - 27g Pearl White 2

HIS27BG Inshore Shad - 27g Blue Glitter 2

Green Shirasu

Khaki

Khaki

Rhubarb and Custard

Grippan Blue Glitter

Blue Glitter

Chart White

White Glitter

Pearl White
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MICRO ShaD

the smallest version of the shad, although it is constructed from the same soft plastic material as the others in the range, unlike its two bigger 
versions, it does not come with the articulated jig head, the hook and jig head are one unit. It is still weedless though, which means it is perfect 
for hunting out perch, trout and even pike in snaggy, weedy areas. Excellent as a casting lure from a boat or from the bank where it can be 
retrieved or bounced to attract predatory fi sh. When fi shing from a boat, it can also be fi shed vertical, a deadly method for perch.

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HMS7GS Micro Shad - 7g Green Shirasu 3

HMS7PW Micro Shad - 7g Pearl White 3

LaBRaX SNaX

A long casting, soft needlefi sh style bait, designed for bass fi shing. this soft plastic lure has a round profi le and is thick at the head and the mid-
section tapering to a thin tail. the weight is forward of the lure to help balance the bait when casting, this design also contributes to the action. A 
steady retrieve will see this lure dart like a bait fi sh, slaloming its way through the water, creating a realistic motion that bass fi nd hard to resist.

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HLS65PW Labrax Snax - 6.5" - 22g Pure White 3

HLS65AY Labrax Snax - 6.5" - 22g Ayu 3

HLS65CW Labrax Snax - 6.5" - 22g Chart White 3

LaBRaX STIX

this simple, yet highly effective design is one of the most devastating bass lures there is. Made from a supple soft plastic, the material mixture 
is made up of 40% salt. When salt is added into the soft plastic mixture, it makes the lure less buoyant and heavier. this weight enables the lure 
to cast to long distances without any additional weight. It also means the lure sinks quickly so it can get into the danger zone where the fi sh 
are lurking. When fi shed weightless, the horizontal fall and side to side tail action can be irresistible to a bass. this is a versatile lure that can be 
fi shed several ways from weightless through to texas and Carolina Rigged.

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HLST55SP Labrax Stix - 5.5"- 16g Solid Pink 6

HLST55SW Labrax Stix - 5.5"- 16g Solid White 6

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HMS7KI Micro Shad - 7g Khaki 3

HMS7BG Micro Shad - 7g Blue Glitter 3

Chart WhiteAyu

Pure White

Solid White

Solid Pink
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CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HST13KI Shad Tailz - 13cm - 23g Khaki 1

HST13CW Shad Tailz - 13cm - 23g Chart White 1

HST13SW Shad Tailz - 13cm - 23g Solid White 1

ShaD  TaILZ

soft plastic shad bodies that have a deep belly and a thin tail leading to a big paddle tail. these lures have been designed to fi t most types of jig 
head. the thin body end coupled with the large paddle tail makes sure that the lure has maximum movement, the paddle tail thumbing through 
the water sending out vibrations to attract fi sh. shad tailz are deadly from a boat when fi shed with simple sink and draw tactics and from the 
shore when retrieved or sunk and drawn. these lures have taken bass, cod and pollack in testing, with fi eld testers using these bodies with a 
wide range of jig head types and weights.

EEL TaILZ

A long, soft plastic imitation sandeel lure body designed for catching bass, cod and pollack. Designed to fi t most jig heads, allowing the angler 
to customise the weight they need depending on their fi shing situation. the body shape of the eel is thick at the head end moving down to a 
thin tail. At the end of the thin tail sits a heavy paddle tail, the combination of the thin tail and large paddle tail adds extra movement and causes 
a heavy thumbing action when worked. the lure does not need to be worked hard to bring out the best out of it, small jerks of the rod and a 
simple sink and draw technique with prove irresistible to predatory fi sh.

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HET14KI Eel Tailz - 14cm - 14g Khaki 1

HET14CW Eel Tailz - 14cm - 14g Chart White 1

HET14SW Eel Tailz - 14cm - 14g Solid White 1

Eel Tailz - 14cm - 14g

HET14SW Eel Tailz - 14cm - 14g Solid White 1

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HSC1BO Schlugg - 4.5" Ragworm 6

HSC1PW Schlugg - 4.5" Pearl White 6

HSC1PI Schlugg - 4.5" Pink White 6

HSC1AS Schlugg - 4.5" Arkansas 6

SChLUgg

A multipurpose trick worm designed by renowned light lure angler, Jake Schogler. It is capable of being rigged in a multitude of different ways 
including drop shot, jig head, Texas, Carolina and can even be fi shed weightless. Primarily designed to mimic slim bait fi sh or ragworm in pursuit 
of sea species such as bass, pollack, wrasse and cod, it works equally as well in freshwater too, especially for perch.

Constructed in an ultra-soft material which gives a great natural movement, the lure is also scented to encourage bites as well as to get the 
fi sh to hold on to the lure for longer. the main body is chunky enough to cope with weedless rigging and the soft seductive tail can be made to 
wriggle with the slightest of twitches. A ribbed body helps to give out fi sh attracting vibrations whilst also trapping air bubbles which help achieve 
a semi buoyant presentation. the tail has a ribbed ball tail which gives tight movements on a straight retrieve whilst also keeping the lure stable 
when casting for greater distances.

Available in a range of colours designed to mimic the most common bait fi sh species as well as a couple of brighter colours for deep water and 
in low visibility. Whether worked back in a straight retrieve near the surface or bounced along the sea bed on a jig head or texas rig, the schlugg 
is sure to catch fi sh wherever it goes.
in low visibility. Whether worked back in a straight retrieve near the surface or bounced along the sea bed on a jig head or texas rig, the schlugg 

Chart White

Chart White

Khaki

Khaki

Solid White

Solid White

Arkansas

Pink White

RagwormPearl White
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MINI / MIDI / MEga STICK

A range of three stick soft plastic lures in a mini, midi and mega size. Each lure is fl avoured with a strong aniseed scent, a known fi sh attractant 
that works all over the globe. the shape of each lure is the same as they go up in size, featuring a fat body that tapers into a fl at tail. this design 
provokes realistic movements in the lure which predatory fi sh switch onto. the mini and midi stick are ideal for dropshot fi shing and for mounting 
on small jig heads, the perfect lure for smaller perch and trout. the mega stick features a slightly larger fl at tail that the other lures, punching out 
more attraction and is ideal for fi shing with jig heads, dropshotting and texas and Carolina rigging. A perfect lure for bigger perch.

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

MST25FO Mini Stick - 5cm Fluro Orange 5

MST25M Mini Stick - 5cm Margarita 5

MST25A Mini Stick - 5cm Ayu 5

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

MST25BB Mini Stick - 5cm Black-Blue Back 5

MST25P Mini Stick - 5cm Pearl 5

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HMS8FO Midi Stick - 8cm Fluro Orange 5 

HMS8M Midi Stick - 8cm Margarita 5 

HMS8A Midi Stick - 8cm Ayu 5 

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HMS8BB Midi Stick - 8cm Black-Blue Back 5 

HMS8P Midi Stick - 8cm Pearl 5 

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HMGS10FO Mega Stick - 10cm Fluro Orange 4 

HMGS10M Mega Stick - 10cm Margarita 4 

HMGS10A Mega Stick - 10cm Ayu 4 

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HMGS10BB Mega Stick - 10cm Black-Blue Back 4 

HMGS10P Mega Stick - 10cm Pearl 4 

Fluro Orange

Fluro Orange

Fluro Orange

Margarita

Margarita

Margarita

Ayu

Ayu

Ayu

Pearl

Pearl

Pearl

Black-Blue Back

Black-Blue Back

Black-Blue Back
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CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

MSH25FO Mini Shad - 2.5" Fluro Orange 5

MSH25M Mini Shad - 2.5" Margarita 5

MSH25A Mini Shad - 2.5" Ayu 5

MINI ShaD

A small, versatile lure designed for the light lure angler which has been fl avoured with a strong aniseed scent. the lure features a large paddle 
tail which creates maximum movement when worked, sending vibrations through the water to alert nearby predatory fi sh. It can be fi shed either 
dropshot style or on a jig head. It is the perfect lure to target smaller sea species such as smaller wrasse, pollack, codling and inquisitive mini 
species. In freshwater, perch and trout will take these lures with vigour. 

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HKWRC Knight Worm - 5cm Red Chilli Pepper 10

HKWSH Knight Worm - 5cm Shirasu 10

HKWSB Knight Worm - 5cm Switch Blue 10

HKWMG Knight Worm - 5cm Melon Glow 10

HKWBC Knight Worm - 5cm Blood Cray 10

HKWEP Knight Worm - 5cm Ebi Pink 5

KNIghT wORM

A killer small, light game lure that is ideal for dropshot fi shing. Each 
lure is impregnated with a strong, attractive shrimp scent. the 
orange colour contains fl uorescent properties so it can be charged 
with a torch or the UV torch from our sister brand, tronixpro. this 
makes the lure glow and adds extra attraction in coloured water 
and at night. the rest of the colours are ultraviolet light enhanced, 
these lures have increased visibility in certain conditions, so they 
can be homed in on by predatory species. the lure is designed 
with a heavily ribbed body to increase vibrations running through 
the water and with an attractive twin tail, which adds extra 
movement to the lure. Fantastic for all smaller species in both 
freshwater and saltwater. CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

HBUGR Bug-Ga - 5cm Green Fleck 5

HBUCH Bug-Ga - 5cm Chestnut 5

HULBU1 Bug-Ga - 5cm Chart 5

HULBU2 Bug-Ga - 5cm Blood Cray 5

HULBU4 Bug-Ga - 5cm Orange Glow 5

HULBU5 Bug-Ga - 5cm Ebi Pink 5

HULBU9 Bug-Ga - 5cm White 5

HULBU13 Bug-Ga - 5cm Smoke Black Flake 5

BUg-ga

A fantastic bug lure that has caught the HTO Prostaff a wide range 
of species both in the UK and abroad. Each Bug-ga is impregnated 
with a strong shrimp fl avour to increase hook-ups and get fi sh 
holding on for longer. the orange lure has fl uorescent properties and 
can be charged with a UV torch when fi shing in cloudy water or at 
night. the other lures (apart from pearl) are ultraviolet light enhanced 
to increase visibility in the right water conditions. the body is soft 
and fl exible with paddle type legs and a tail to create maximum 
movement to attract predatory species. this is a fantastic lure for 
perch and also wrasse in saltwater.

Ayu

CODE DESCRIPTION COLOUR QTY

MSH25BB Mini Shad - 2.5" Black-Blue Back 5

MSH25P Mini Shad - 2.5" Pearl 5

UV

UV

gLOw

UV

UV

UV

gLOwUV UV

UV UVUV UVgLOw

UV

UV UV UV

Fluro Orange Margarita
Ayu

PearlBlack-Blue Back

Red Chilli Pepper

Blood Cray

Ebi Pink

Orange Glow

White

Smoke Black Flake

Chart

Green Fleck

Chestnut

Shirasu

Switch Blue

Melon Glow

Blood Cray

Ebi Pink
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CODE DESCRIPTION

HGODS1 Go! Box Dropshot

HGOMA1 Go! Box Mace

gO! BOX

KNIghT wORM

DROPShOT

EXCaLIBER

BUg

MaCE

Five, fully loaded boxes that contain all of the essentials required to get started in ultra-light fi shing. A fantastic set for beginners and kids 
alike that are the ideal accompaniment to our Rockfi sh 19 rods and reels. Each box contains a set of lures in the most popular colours with 
the correct jig heads or weights to fi sh with them. three of the boxes are dedicated to jig fi shing light game lures, with our Knight Worm box 
containing both jigs and weights for both jig fi shing and dropshot fi shing. For anglers wanting to try dropshot fi shing for the fi rst time, our 
Dropshot box contains the hto tiny Fish lure and column weights. All items come in a durable, four compartment tackle box, ideal for slipping 
in a pocket or small tackle bag.

MaCE

CODE DESCRIPTION

HGOEX1 Go! Box Excalibur

Contents:
Night Worm 1, 3, 5 x 6 Each
Maikuro Head 2g #6 x 5
Dropshot Weight 3.5g x 6

Contents:
Tiny Fish 1, 2, 3, 4 x 6 Each
Dropshot Weight 3.5g x 6

Contents:
Excaliber 1, 13, 4, 5 x 6 Each
Maikuro Head 2g #6 x 5

Contents:
Bug-Ga 1, 5 x 3 Each
Paddle Bug 2, 9 x 4 Each
Maikuro Head 3g #6 x 5

Contents:
Mace 1, 13, 4, 5 x 6 Each
Mace Head 2g #6 x 5
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CODE DESCRIPTION

HGOBU1 Go! Box Bug

CODE DESCRIPTION

HGOKW1 Go! Box Knight Worm
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HTO JIG HEADS

BORU hEaD MaIKURO hEaD

A high quality, general purpose jig head that is fi tted with high quality, 
super strong and sharp hooks from owner. Designed for rigging 
a wide variety of soft baits such as shads and eels, the jig head 
features a kinked wire coming from the bottom of the ball head to 
ensure the soft plastic is gripped securely, this helps to stop the 
problem of soft plastics moving up the hook shank. the ball design 
is great for getting down through the water column quickly when 
targeting fi sh deep, perfect when fi shing vertical or when casting 
away and wanting the lure to sink quickly to start to retrieve.

Designed to pair up with our hto light game lures, these bullet/
darter style jig heads are designed to be dynamic, enabling them to 
glide through the water with minimal resistance. Each jig head is fi tted 
with a strong, ultra-sharp hook to ensure takes result in caught fi sh. 
the eye has been brought to the back of the jig head, this creates a 
pivot point to allow the nose to fall through the water fi rst with little 
resistance when working soft plastics. there are seven different sizes 
of Maikuro head designed to cover most light game fi shing scenarios 
from harbours to canals.

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HHRF510 5g - 1/0 4

HHRF530 5g - 3/0 4

HHRF1020 10g - 2/0 4

HHRF1040 10g - 4/0 4

HHRF1530 15g - 3/0 3

HHRF1550 15g - 5/0 3

HHRF2040 20g - 4/0 3

HHRF2060 20g - 6/0 3

HHRF3060 30g - 6/0 2

HHRF4070 40g - 7/0 2

HHRF5090 50g - 9/0 2

HHRF6090 60g - 9/0 2

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HLMA110 1g 5

HLMA158 1.5g 5

HLMA156 1.5g 5

HLMA28 2g 5

HLMA26 2g 5

HLMA36 3g 5

HLMA456 4.5g 5
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HTO TUNGSTEN

TUNgSTEN OffSET JIg hEaD

Designed to rig soft plastics with ease, to create a weedless setup. It 
can also be used when fi shing texas Rigged, without having to use a 
separate hook and weight.

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HTOJH5 3/16oz - 5.3g 2

HTOJH7 1/4oz - 7.2g 2

HTOJH10 3/8oz - 10.6g 2

TUNgSTEN OffSET JIg hEaD

TUNgSTEN SwINg fOOTBaLL

A jig head to put some serious movement into soft plastic lures. 
Instead of the hook being fi rmly placed into the jig head, it attaches to 
it via a point, which effectively places the hook and soft plastic on a 
hinge for unrivalled movement.

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HTSJH7 1/4oz - 7.2g 1

HTSJH14 1/2oz - 14g 1

HTSJH28 1oz - 28g 1

TUNgSTEN BaLL JIg hEaD

Ideal for when getting soft plastics down deep quickly and for fi shing 
vertically. the jig head features a bent wire build into the head to 
ensure soft plastics stay in position.

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HTBJH3 1/8oz - 3.5g - 1/0 3

HTBJH5 3/16oz - 5.3g - 2/0 3

HTBJH7 1/4oz - 7.2g - 3/0 2

HTBJH10 3/8oz - 10.6g - 4/0 2

HTBJH14 1/2oz - 14g - 5/0 2

HTBJH21 3/4oz - 21g - 6/0 1

HTBJH28 1oz - 28g - 7/0 1

TUNgSTEN JIg hEaDS
our eco-friendly, lead free range of jig heads that are made from 97% tungsten. tungsten is 1.7 times heavier than lead which enables us to 
produce jig heads with the equivalent gram rating as leaded versions, in a much smaller unit. tungsten is also harder than lead, so it is more 
robust and durable, ideal when bouncing lures in and around rocks. this hardness also transmits back to the angler, when using braided lines 
and low stretch fl uorocarbon leaders, the angler will be able to feel the bottom much clearer than when they are using lead. Each jig head is 
fi tted with an ultra-sharp, strong hook.

•  Eco-friendly, lead free range of jig heads that are made from 97% tungsten. Tungsten is 1.7 times heavier than lead, making a much heavier 
weight in a smaller unit.

•  Tungsten is hard, transmitting more back to the angler about the ground they are fi shing over.
•  Each jig head is fi tted with an ultra-sharp, strong hook.



TUNgSTEN SKINNY DROPShOT

A compact, cylindrical shape that is ideal for working through weed 
and low vegetation.

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HTSD3 1/8oz - 3.5g 5

HTSD5 3/16oz - 5.3g 5

HTSD7 1/4oz - 7.2g 4

HTSD10 3/8oz - 10.6g 3

HTSD14 1/2oz - 14g 2

HTSD28 1oz - 28g 1

TUNgSTEN DROP ShOT

A compact, cylindrical shape that is ideal for working through weed 
and low vegetation.

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HTDS3 1/8oz - 3.5g 4

HTDS5 3/16oz - 5.3g 4

HTDS7 1/4oz - 7.2g 3

HTDS10 3/8oz - 10.6g 3

HTDS14 1/2oz - 14g 2

HTDS21 3/4oz - 21g 2
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HTO TUNGSTEN

TUNgSTEN NaIL

Designed to be pushed into soft plastic baits to produce varying and 
often erratic actions.

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HTNS09 1/32oz - 0.9g 9

HTNS22 5/64oz - 2.2g 5

TUNgSTEN ChEBURaShKa

Created for bottom jigging with soft plastic lures. the central pin 
comes out of the weight allowing the angler to attach the hook 
required for the soft plastic they are using, when replaced in, the free 
loop is attached to a clip on the mainline. 

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HTCS15 1.5g 8

HTCS3 3g 6

HTCS5 5g 4

HTCS7 7g 3

HTCS10 10g 2

HTCS14 14g 2

HTCS20 20g 1

HTCS30 30g 1

TUNgSTEN faSTaCh SINKER

A pear shaped weight with a fast attach hook included so weights can 
be quickly added and changed.

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HTFS3 3.5g 4

HTFS7 7.2g 3

HTFS14 14g 2

TUNgSTEN wEIghTS RaNgE
An extensive range of weights designed for lure fi shing that are made 
with 97% tungsten. tungsten is an ideal material to make fi shing 
weights out of when setups need to be scaled back and refi ned. 
tungsten is 1.7 times heavier than lead, which means each tungsten 
weight is approximately 50% smaller than its lead equivalent, having 
smaller leads allows the angler to reduce the scale of their rigs, 
allowing them to conceal them better and reducing losses in snaggy 
areas. this harder material also won’t damage when bounced against 
rocks and transmits more feedback to the angler about the type 
of terrain they are fi shing over when combined with braided lines. 
tungsten is also eco-friendly; our weights don’t contain any lead 
which is better for the environment and fi sheries.

•  Eco-friendly, lead free range of jig heads that are made from 97% 
tungsten. tungsten is 1.7 times heavier than lead, making a much 
heavier weight in a smaller unit.

•  Tungsten is hard, transmitting more back to the angler about the 
ground they are fi shing over.

•  Smaller size of tungsten allows anglers to reduce the scale of their 
rigs for better concealment and reducing losses in snaggy areas.
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HTO WEIGHTS

NON TOXIC wORM wEIghT

Non-toxic worm weights which are cone shaped and drilled. They are designed for adding incremental weight to soft plastic lures to alter the 
casting range, lure action and the depth the lure can dive to. they are incredibly versatile and can be placed as close to or as far up the leader 
as required to get the right presentation for the target species or terrain fi shed over. Worm Weights are available as single sized packets or 
in a handy dispenser that includes a wide range of weights and sizes to give the angler greater options. they are lead free so can be used in 
freshwater as well as saltwater.

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HWW10 10g 3

HWW7 7g 4

HWW5 5g 5

HWW3 3.5g 7

HWW2 2g 10

HWWM Mix 29

DROP ShOT COLUMN wEIghT

A classic dropshot weight pattern that provides stability in rougher 
conditions and in areas with stronger water movement. Good for 
working around weed and vegetation.

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HSDS2 2g 5

HSDS3 3g 5

HSDS5 5g 5

HSDS7 7g 4

HSDS10 10g 3

HSDS14 14g 3

DROP ShOT PEaR

A classic dropshot weight pattern that provides stability in rougher 
conditions and in areas with stronger water movement. Good for 
working around weed and vegetation.

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HSDP2 2g 7

HSDP3 3g 7

HSDP5 5g 6

HSDP7 7g 5

HSDP10 10g 4

HSDP14 14g 3

JIKa COLUMN wEIghT

A variation on the column weight, designed specifi cally for fi shing with 
the Jika Rig. This weight comes complete with a small split ring to 
attach a hook.

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HSJC2 2g 7

HSJC3 3g 7

HSJC5 5g 6

HSJC7 7g 5

HSJC10 10g 4

JIKa PEaR wEIghT

A variation on the dropshot pear weight, comes with a small split ring 
designed to attach a hook for Jika rigging.

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY

HSJP14 14g 3

HSJP21 21g 3

HSJP28 28g 2



ShORE JIg

A long casting lure that is fi tted with an assist hook. Assist hooks are ideal for the conservation minded angler, they’re easier to remove and 
cause less damage compared to treble hooks. Assist hooks also ensure fi sh don’t bump off as easily as with trebles, fi sh cannot use the 
weight of the lure to shake the hook out, resulting in more successful hook-ups. Shore Jigs come in a variety of colours to suit different fi shing 
situations, all of which are holographic patterns to increase fl ash and visual attraction. the lure action is a pronounced wobble when retrieved 
with a classic jig fl utter when dropping through the water column. Ideal as a lure for fi shing in mid water for mackerel and pollack and for 
bouncing on the bottom when targeting gurnards and even wrasse.

3

2

1

4

55

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HSJ5G1 Shore Jig - 1 5g 1

HSJ7G1 Shore Jig - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 7g 1

HSJ12G1 Shore Jig - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 12g 1

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HSJ18G1 Shore Jig - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 18g 1

HSJ28G1 Shore Jig - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 28g 1

HSJ40G1 Shore Jig - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 40g 1

hto MEtAl lUREs
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fUgITIVE

A slim line casting jig designed for light game and rock fi shing for predatory species. the lure is centre balanced to ensure the lure falls 
horizontally with a forwards and backwards sliding motion to entice fi sh to take when the lure is on the drop. When retrieved the lure will emit 
a delicate wobbling action to imitate the natural movement of smaller bait fi sh species. there are fi ve colours available which are embedded, 
refl ective patterns designed to give off maximum visual attraction to induce takes from predatory fi sh. Each lure is fi tting with quality split rings 
and a treble hook. A cracking lure for predatory species such as pollack, codling, wrasse and perch, as well as mackerel, scad and garfi sh. 

45
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CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HFUG51 Fugitive 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 5g 1

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HFUG71 Fugitive 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 7g 1



hto MEtAl lUREs
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fROLIC

Available in a range of weights from a light 8g right up to 75g, this is a versatile range of jigs that can be fi shed from the shore or boat. Rigged 
with strong, twin assist hooks, this jig will make sure any attacking species is hooked and won’t come off, a better alternative to treble hooks. 
this deadly pattern of jig can be fi shed from the shore with a slow or erratic retrieve and is also effective when bounced on the bottom. From a 
boat, it is ideal for fi shing with a sink and draw method in shallow water. A great lure for catching pollack, coalfi sh, bass and cod.

1

2

4

3

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HMFR0801 Frolic 1, 2, 3, 4 8g 1

HMFR1401 Frolic 1, 2, 3, 4 14g 1

HMFR2001 Frolic 1, 2, 3, 4 20g 1

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HMFR3501 Frolic 1, 2, 3, 4 35g 1

HMFR7501 Frolic 1, 2, 3, 4 75g 1

2

44

1

3

BOOgIE

the go to jig for summer fi shing, this is the perfect jig for fi shing from the shore in deeper water, especially from rocky headlands in search of 
pollack. the Boogie is ideally used with a sink and draw method, allowing the jig to sink with a short retrieve before allowing it to go again. this 
imparts a fl uttering motion before darting off when retrieved, most fi sh will hit this lure on the drop, when a predatory fi sh senses the bait fi sh is at 
its weakest point. these jigs are also good for fi shing in shallow water or in slow tides from a boat, they’re wobble and fall motions ideally suited 
to fi shing vertical. holographic, refl ective pattern generate added interest for inquisitive fi sh. A good lure for catching pollack, bass, mackerel and 
even wrasse. Rigged with twin assist hooks.

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HMBO4001 Boogie 1, 2, 3, 4 40g 1

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HMBO3001 Boogie 1, 2, 3, 4 30g 1



hto MEtAl lUREs
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gRaDUaL

A slower falling jig that has been weighted to be the most responsive jig in the range. small movements of the rod tip will generate an 
exaggerated motion that predatory fi sh will fi nd hard to ignore. the weight distribution with concaved tail and thin head creates an erratic, 
fl uttering motion, perfect for fi shing with the long fall jigging technique, with the twin assist hooks ensuring that any fi sh taking on the drop will be 
hooked. they can be fi shed fast or slow depending on the situation and target species. the four colours are produced with a highly refl ective, 
holographic fi nish for maximum attraction.

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HMGR15001 Gradual 1, 2, 3, 4 150g 1

HMGR17001 Gradual 1, 2, 3, 4 170g 1

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HMGR21501 Gradual 1, 2, 3, 4 215g 1

HMGR25001 Gradual 1, 2, 3, 4 250g 1

28
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gET DOwN

A streamlined, well balanced jig that has been designed to descend rapidly to the kill zone. this is the lure to use when fi shing in deeper water 
and over wrecks, when getting down to the fi sh requires speed and effi ciency to make the most of the drift. The Get Down can be worked 
by retrieving the jig slowly with small jerks to induce a take. the lure also fi shes well with standard jigging tactics and also when fi shed on the 
long fall. the lure will fl utter and wobble with an erratic motion to maximise its attraction. It comes in a series of four colours with a striking 
holographic pattern and a large red eye target. Rigged with twin assist hooks.

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HMGD6001 Get Down 1, 2, 3, 4 60g 1

HMGD8001 Get Down 1, 2, 3, 4 80g 1

HMGD10001 Get Down 1, 2, 3, 4 100g 1

HMGD12001 Get Down 1, 2, 3, 4 120g 1

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HMGD13501 Get Down 1, 2, 3, 4 135g 1

HMGD15501 Get Down 1, 2, 3, 4 155g 1

HMGD18001 Get Down 1, 2, 3, 4 180g 1

HMGD20001 Get Down 1, 2, 3, 4 200g 1



09 05 0401

OSOI JIg

A large slow jig that has been designed for fishing in deeper water. Ideal when fishing deep channel wrecks, banks and in locations such as 
Norway. This is the ideal slow jig to fish in strong currents, with the weight allowing the jig to keep its position and be worked effectively. The 
centre balanced jig will immediately start to dance and flutter when it moves through the water, so some tension should be applied to get the jig 
to sink to the bottom, vertically in the quickest possible way. When in the danger zone, this profile will create a series of attractive movements 
that provoke a response from predatory fish. Jigs come with attractive patterns that have been designed to provide the best visual stimulation 
when worked. Rigged with twin assist hooks.

hto MEtAl lUREs
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CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HLZ15001 Osoi Jig 1, 4, 5, 9 150g/13cm 1

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HLZ20001 Osoi Jig 1, 4, 5, 9 200g/15cm 1

SLOw JIg

A highly effective vertical jig, its flat, bullet shape ensure that it is fast sinking so it will reach the kill zone quickly, ideal when drifting across a 
structure and time is of the essence. Unlike some traditional style jigs, slow jigs should be worked slowly, this creates flashes, vibrations and 
flutters as the jig is moved through the water, irresistible to predatory fish. the jig body is slightly contoured to enhance this action and works 
well in conjunction with the holographic patterns for maximum attraction. Our Slow Jigs have been responsible for catching over forty species in 
the UK alone, from bass, cod and pollack to wrasse and gurnards. A fun and exciting method of fishing that yields fantastic rewards.

07121106

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HSM6006 Slow Jig 6, 7, 11, 12 60g/8cm 1

HSM8006 Slow Jig 6, 7, 11, 12 80g/9cm 1

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HSM12006 Slow Jig 6, 7, 11, 12 120g/11.5cm 1



HTO SQUID JIGS
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IKa hUNTER

A jig that has been specifi cally designed for fi shing for squid and cuttlefi sh. the jig itself is made from a transparent plastic body which is covered 
in a tight, weave, net light material. this is done to fi rstly give the effect of light passing through the lure giving it a natural look as light passes 
through the lure when it is jigged, it will twinkle, sparkle and fl ash to encourage squid to attack. this material is also hard and rough, giving the 
squid the sensation of fi sh skin, encouraging them to grasp the lure with vigour, to ensure positive hook-ups. Brown wings and a deep, red eye 
provide extra attraction and are a distinct contrast to the colour of the body. the jig features a weight under the chin of the lure which is drilled, 
this allows the addition of more weight when fi shing in deeper water. A luminous band followed by a series of razor sharp, stainless steel points 
completes the jig at the business end. this is a light jig, that can be used on lighter lure rods and light, specifi c squid rods.

CODE COLOUR wEIghT

HIKAP Prawn 2.5

HIKAG Glo Shrimp 2.5

CODE COLOUR wEIghT

HIKAS Shrimp 2.5

hOT COaT

A cleverly designed jig for squid fi shing that is a highly effective lure that will catch squid when all else fails. the secret to this incredible, 
consistent catch rate is the use of a hot coat, this outer layer around the jig keeps it at up to 1c warmer than the surrounding water. squid and 
cuttlefi sh use heat as one of their main hunting instincts to differentiate prey and home in on them, the hot coat mimics this, leading to increased 
catches. the jig is well balanced providing just the right amount of action to induce a squid or cuttlefi sh to attack. It has a fi sh skin texture and 
deep red eyes and brown wings. the weight under the chin of the lure is chrome, to further enhance the visual attraction of the lure. A luminous 
band at the base of the jig adds luminosity just above the two rows of stainless-steel points, acting as a target point for the squid.

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HHC25BD Blue Diamond 2.5 1

HHC25PW Pink & White 2.5 1

HHC25RD Red Devil 2.5 1

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HHC35BD Blue Diamond 3.5 1

HHC35PW Pink & White 3.5 1

HHC35RD Red Devil 3.5 1

Glo Shrimp

Glo Shrimp

PrawnShrimp

Pink & White

Blue Diamond

Red Devil



HTO SQUID JIGS
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LURE CLIP - BLaCK

A small, strong, secure link for attaching lures. Based on the design 
of the Coastlock Snap Swivel from our sister brand Tronixpro, this is 
one of the strongest and most secure lure links we do. The secure, 
wrap around, fi t over clip is tight and designed so it is impossible 
for a lure to work its way through, lures will only come out if the 
angler wants them to. Although super secure, attaching lures is 
easy, thanks to the way the clip is designed, allowing the eye of the 
lure to be placed over the wire and forced round. The internal space 
in the clip gives plenty of movement for a weedless hook, jig head 
or hard lure to move, so it does not impact on lure performance. 
This compact clip is lightweight too, so its weight will not change 
the balance of the lure.

or hard lure to move, so it does not impact on lure performance. 
This compact clip is lightweight too, so its weight will not change 
the balance of the lure.

HTO SWIVELS, LINKS & CLIPS
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LIghT gaME LINK

A small, lightweight link designed specifi cally for light lure angling. 
Sometimes lure fi shing can present situations where quickly and 
easily changing a lure is essential before the opportunity is lost. 
Our HTO Light Game Links make it quicker and easier to change 
light lures with little effort. Like all of our terminal tackle, they’re very 
strong so they won’t pull out if a bigger fi sh is caught on ultra-light 
tackle. They are lightweight so they won’t change the subtle, gentle 
actions of lightweight lures.

LURE LINK

A multi-purpose strong link that is ideal for all lure fi shing situations. 
The design of these lure links promotes strength and security, made 
with a small box section at one end, when a lure or swivel is placed 
inside this box section, it is diffi cult for it to come out whilst fi shing. 
The bent in wire makes it easy to clip on any style of lure from 
weedless hooks when fi shing with senkos, jig heads and hard lures. 
When fi shing with soft plastics, the extra room in the box section 
gives the lure enough room to move freely to increase its action. 
Although strong, they weight very little so they will not affect the 
action of the lure.

SOfT LURE RaTTLE

A simple but highly effective way to add audible attraction to any 
soft lure. A clear plastic cylinder has a chamber which houses 
two ball bearings, as the lure is worked through the water the 
two bearings move around in the chamber creating a loud rattle 
or ticking sound. This sound vibrates through the water giving 
predatory fi sh an awareness of the lure, even if they can’t see it, 
allowing them to home in on it for the fi nal attack. The cylinder is 
tapered at one end to allow it to be inserted easier into the body of 
a soft plastic lure. The sound coming from the rattles can often be 
the target point fi sh use to attack, so placing the lure close to the 
hook can increase hook-ups. There are two sizes available with the 
small size fi tting most narrow-bodied soft plastics and the larger 
fi tting bigger shads and sandeel shaped lures.

JIggINg RINg

A super strong, compact solid ring designed to be attached to 
the end of the leader to connect it to the lure. The special design 
combats line slip, allowing the knot to sit in the recess of the ring 
and not travel around the ring when the angler is working a jig. As a 
solid ring, this design is super strong and impossible to break under 
standard fi shing situations, the line will go before the ring does. The 
sides of the ring have been rounded slightly and are smoothed off, 
so there is nothing that can cut the line, this also helps to slip on 
split rings easier when connecting a jig.split rings easier when connecting a jig.

JIggINg SOLID RINg

A compact, solid ring made from stainless steel that is designed for 
attaching assist hooks to jigs. Pressed from a single sheet of solid 
metal, these rings are impossible to break under normal fi shing 
conditions. Each ring has an outside diameter of 8mm which is a 
good size for attaching two assist hooks. The side of the ring is 
smooth and slightly rounded so there is nothing for the braid to 
snag on or rub against to compromise its strength. Solid rings can 
also be used to attach to a leader for quick connection of a jigs split 
ring, the slick rounded sides perfect for slipping split rings on and 
to not damage line when knotted directly.

fLaT SPLIT RINg

An ultra-strong split ring rated up to 90kg that can be used for all 
manner of lure fi shing applications. Made from strong stainless 
steel and a smoothed exterior, these split rings are ideal for use 
on lures big and small. The tight-fi tting metal will require split ring 
pliers to ply apart to aid connection. These compact split rings are 
ideal for use with our range of specialist jigs and slow jigs. Although 
designed for attaching jigs to our jigging rings they are small 
enough with an outside diameter of 8mm to be used for attaching 
hooks to larger hard lures too, especially useful when fi shing for 
bigger fi sh abroad such as tuna or tarpon.

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HLGL11 Light Game Link 12lb 10

HLLI8 Lure Link 8 10

HLC6 Lure Clip - Black 26lb 8

HLC7 Lure Clip - Black 36lb 8

HLC8 Lure Clip - Black 46lb 8

HLC9 Lure Clip - Black 72lb 8

HSR16 Soft Lure Rattle Large 10

HSR14 Soft Lure Rattle Small 10

HJRS Jigging Ring Small 8

HJSR8 Jigging Solid Ring 8mm OD 10

HJFS8 Flat Split Ring 8mm OD 12



hto hooKs
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TwISTLOX

LURE gaME wEEDLESS wORM

INLINE SINgLES

LURE gaME wEEDLESS

Super strong and needle-sharp hooks that have been designed for 
fi shing with soft plastic lures, especially worm/senko bait style lures 
as well as smaller fi sh/shad lures. The weedless hook features a 
thin pin and spiral that is placed in the eye of the hook. Its purpose 
is to enable the angler to screw in or push in a soft plastic lure for 
security, with the other end of the lure being pushed around the 
hook point. With this setup the soft plastic lure sits on the Twistlox 
and the bend of the hook. This makes soft plastic lures work better, 
with more movement and for creating weedless rigging.

A super strong hook with a needle-sharp point and a forged bend 
that is ideally suited to rigging soft stickbait lures. Is ideal for fi shing 
weightless and used for dead sticking. The hook point is slightly 
interned making it ideal for rigging weedless when fi shing in areas 
of vegetation and snags that hook points can get stuck on. The 
design of the hook is perfect for fi shing with Carolina or Texas rigs. 
The eye is large enough to accommodate a hitch hiker if required to 
secure soft plastic baits further.

With conservation foremost in most lure anglers’ minds, and the 
rapid rise of anglers catching and releasing the majority of their 
catch, the use single hooks instead of treble hooks on lures is 
becoming commonplace. Our Inline Single hooks have been 
designed as a lightweight, strong hook that can replace treble 
hooks on all hard lures. The hooks feature a larger eye so they 
can be attached directly to the split rings on most lures, making 
conversion easy. An extended barb and beak point ensure that 
hook-ups are still positive, and the amount of lost fi sh is reduced. 
The beaked point also reacts better when bouncing off rocks, 
helping to protect the point to retain its needle-sharp edge. Using 
our Inline Singles is much kinder to fi sh, making it easier and safer 
to unhook a catch for a quick photo and release.

An all-round weedless hook that has an offset point and is ideally 
suited to fi shing with worms, shads and other soft plastic baits. The 
shape of the hook has been designed to keep the soft plastic lure 
on the hook securely when casting and retrieving, helping to stop 
any slippage of the lure down the band of the hook. The bend of 
the hook allows for the point to be kept close to the lure to prevent 
snagging on weeds or rock, while allowing the lure to push down 
the shank when a fi sh takes for a secure hook hold. Built with the 
same needle point hooks sharpness and forged bend as the rest of 
the HTO range to produce a super strong, reliable hook.

A super strong hook with a needle-sharp point and a forged bend 
that is ideally suited to rigging soft stickbait lures. Is ideal for fi shing 
weightless and used for dead sticking. The hook point is slightly 
interned making it ideal for rigging weedless when fi shing in areas 
of vegetation and snags that hook points can get stuck on. The 
design of the hook is perfect for fi shing with Carolina or Texas rigs. 
The eye is large enough to accommodate a hitch hiker if required to 
secure soft plastic baits further.

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HTLX30 Twistlox 3/0 3

HTLX40 Twistlox 4/0 3

HTLX50 Twistlox 5/0 3

HTLX60 Twistlox 6/0 3

HISH6 Inline Singles 6 10

HISH4 Inline Singles 4 10

HISH2 Inline Singles 2 10

HISH1 Inline Singles 1 10

HLGWW40 Lure Game Weedless Worm 4/0 5

HLGWW30 Lure Game Weedless Worm 3/0 5

CODE COLOUR wEIghT QTY

HLGWW20 Lure Game Weedless Worm 2/0 5

HLGWW10 Lure Game Weedless Worm 1/0 5

HLGWW1 Lure Game Weedless Worm 1 5

HLGWE50 Lure Game Weedless 5/0 5

HLGWE40 Lure Game Weedless 4/0 5

HLGWE30 Lure Game Weedless 3/0 5

HLGWE20 Lure Game Weedless 2/0 5

HLGWE10 Lure Game Weedless 1/0 5

HLGWE1 Lure Game Weedless 1 5

LURE gaME wEEDLESSLURE gaME wEEDLESS

hook-ups are still positive, and the amount of lost fi sh is reduced. 
The beaked point also reacts better when bouncing off rocks, 
helping to protect the point to retain its needle-sharp edge. Using 
our Inline Singles is much kinder to fi sh, making it easier and safer 
to unhook a catch for a quick photo and release.



hto ACCEssoRIEs
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BREaKwaTER Bag

Packed full of features, this lure fi shing bag has a copious capacity 
and is waterproof too. Ideal as a shore and boat lure bag, it is 
designed rigid and features both carry handles and a shoulder strap 
for comfort when travelling between marks. The base is made from 
a durable, hard plastic which copes well with rough terrain such as 
rocks and boulders. 

The lid is made from a rigid plastic and is ideal for use as a base 
for tackle boxes when tackling up. The lid can be closed with a zip 
and for quicker access, it can be temporarily secured with a Velcro 
clasp. To the side the bag features two rod holders for keeping rods 
secure and upright, great for tackling up without leaning your rods 
on rocks or walls. A larger pocket on the opposite side is ideal for 
storing close to hand items like tools or a cloth. 

A well thought out bag that is ideal for the lure angler, but also, for 
the short session beach or boat angler too.

DOUBLE SIDED LURE BOX

A durable, clear plastic box that has been designed to store lures securely and organised. This well thought out box contains individual 
compartments that are designed to store individual lures. The idea behind this is to prevent lures snagging together, something that is 
commonplace when using treble hooks. This separation also helps to reduce the amount of corrosion with wet lures stored separate 
from each other, this is not a substitute for washing lures thoroughly after use but helps keep that separation during a session. The box 
is double sided, featuring an equal number of separate compartments on either side. Both sides are secured with two heavy duty clasps 
on either tier. At one end of the box is a plastic carry handle, allowing ease retrieval from a bag when stored vertical. Available in three 
different sizes to cover different lure sizes and carrying requirements.

LURE CaRRYINg CaSE

A unique carry case that has been designed for the lure angler 
who wants to take everything with them for every situation or 
for storing lures in an organised way at home. This two-tier case 
features a top and bottom tray with dividers, allowing the angler 
to organise their lures effectively. The case itself is made from a 
strong, durable plastic that can take a lot of punishment to keep 
lures safe and secure. The two clasps keep the lid tight to prevent 
moisture getting into the case to corrode valuable lures. A carry 
handle at the top allows the box to be stored vertically to lift 
boxes out of a tackle box or bag easier. The lids of each box are 
recessed slightly with a lip, so they can be stored on top of each 
other without slipping off. The perfect storage solution for the lure 
angler who wants to get organised.

CODE COLOUR SIZE QTY

HLBWB Breakwater Bag - 1

HLUCC Lure Carrying Case - 1

TB326 Double Sided Lure Box 27.5 x 17 x 5 cm 1

CODE COLOUR SIZE QTY

TB328 Double Sided Lure Box 21 x 18.5 x 5 cm 1

TB319 Double Sided Lure Box 18.5 x 27.5 x 5 cm 1

different sizes to cover different lure sizes and carrying requirements.
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LURE fIShINg VEST LRf MEaSURE

LURE fIShINg SCISSORSLURE ROD hOLDER

For the rock hopping, mobile lure angler, keeping their hands free 
when walking long distances or traversing around steep, rocky 
terrain can often require two hands. This neat little rod holder 
has been designed to make life easier for the mobile, scrambling 
lure angler. The rod holder will attach to a belt so the rod can be 
placed in it when on the move. Not only is it great for walking it 
is ideal for keeping rods away from sharp rocks when tackling up 
too, keeping both hands free to tie on lures and rig up leaders. 
With many rod and reel setups costing hundreds of pounds, a 
small investment in this useful rod holder will keep rods and reels 
away from sharp surfaces that could scratch and damage a rod, 
keeping gear in top condition.

Designed as a utility vest for the roaming angler, this lure fi shing 
vest has plenty of pockets to store a mass of gear. This includes 
two large pockets on the front for storing tackle and lure boxes and 
two smaller pockets at the top for line spools and accessories. A 
small pocket on the right-hand tackle box pocket is ideal for storing 
a small accessory box with jig heads, swivels, spare hooks etc. in. 
There are also numerous D rings which tools such as clippers and 
scissors can be attached to. It has been designed to carry all your 
gear on your person without the need for carrying a bag. It is a 
one size fi t, with adjustable shoulder and waist straps to provide a 
comfortable, secure fi t. Ideal for anglers who fi sh all year round who 
need to adjust the vest size to cope with extra clothing in winter. 
The vest is secured with two buckles.

A compact measuring device ideally suited to measuring small 
species. It is retractable, coming in four sections that slide into 
a small, compact unit. It is half circular in shape so that it holds 
smaller species securely when measuring, protecting the fi sh and 
also providing a more accurate length reading. There is a loop at 
the top of the measure that allows it to be connected to a lanyard 
for safe storage. It is perfect for keeping in a small waist bag or in 
a pocket when on a session. It is made from durable plastic and is 
easy to clean. A useful, compact measure for the species hunting 
angler who likes to accurately record their catch.

Multi-purpose scissors that have been designed for the lure angler 
that needs a do everything pair when on lightweight missions. 
The blades are perfect for cutting fi ne mono and braid with ease, 
whilst the inbuilt split ring pliers are handy when needing to 
change hooks on hard lures or to change lures when attached 
with a split ring. These are great boat fi shing scissors too, 
especially for jig anglers where the split ring pliers will come into 
their own. The scissors come in a hard-wearing nylon pouch with 
belt loop for attaching to a belt or strap on a lure vest or waders. 
The scissors have an elasticated lanyard which is clipped onto 
the pouch for extra security. The lanyard can be removed from the 
pouch and can be clipped onto another secure point such as a D 
ring on a wading jacket.

The vest is secured with two buckles.

CODE COLOUR SIZE QTY

HLRHOL Lure Rod Holder - 1

HLUVES Lure Vest - 1

CODE COLOUR SIZE QTY

ST-113TS Lure Fishing Scissors 11.3cm 1

HLRFTM LRF Measure - 1

comfortable, secure fi t. Ideal for anglers who fi sh all year round who 
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